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125he last year’s Geneva Motor Show gave
a preliminary impression of a revival 
scenario of the emotional aspects of

cars, giving the idea of the changes taking
place, for new design, finished components
and innovative materials.

Italian designers are now using international
Motor Shows to anticipate future designs of the
market, especially Fiat, with its revival of small
and lower segment cars and SUV vehicles, as well
as Alfa and Lancia, finally giving “made in
Italy” a new boost. Many competitive cars of Seat,
Peugeot and some particular concept cars, showed
the worldwide presence of Italian designers
such as Pininfarina, Fioravanti, Giugiaro, Bertone,
and others such as De Silva (now working direct-
ly for foreign car manufacturers).

From the glazing point of view, the transparent
area is certainly increasing, mainly with wider
glass roofs and complex shapes, but not ecla-
tant demonstrations of multifunctional glaz-
ing. This, in our opinion, is caused by their
cost/quality and cost/performance ratios (includ-
ing solar control), that have not yet achieved the
best results, but are still confined to special
niches and high-level segments. Even concept
cars are not using multifunctional glasses.

On the contrary, the increasing use of LED
and other technologies for external and inter-
nal lighting, seems to consolidate the use as a
visible safety and comfort lighting label, like that
used for the opening of car doors.

One general conclusion: the Motor Show of
Geneva is no longer just a technological car show,
but also a deep research of design. In fact, at least
in Europe, for a driver, the car is part of his free
time and, therefore, it is not the driver who
has to suit the style of the car, but the car that
has to show its intrinsic personalization.

ITALIAN DESIGNERS
The Geneva Motor Show 2004 can cer-

tainly be considered a great part of Italian
designers’ revival. In fact, after the Frankfurt
Motor Show and Tokyo Motor Show, where
hybrid cars and electronics were the “leit
motiv”, at Geneva, Italian designers finally
recovered their important role. This can be
seen by:
• Fiat: Trepiùno, the new 500, the new Panda

- a new SUV (see Figs. 1 and Fig. 2);
• Giugiaro: with the Visconti (see Fig. 3);

The Geneva
Motor Show
showed the revival of
Italian designers, glass
processors, and foreign
designers. The increase of
transparent areas was evident, mainly with
wide glazing, even on roofs. All-around visibility

has increased safety, with innovative LED
lighting and other technologies, used

for backlights, plate and particular
internal lighting panels.

Giovanni Manfrè*
MG CONSULT
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• De Silva: transform-
ing Seat with the 
new Altea;

• Ferrari: giving
new creativity
to Maserati with
the MC 12;

• Fioravanti: pre-
senting Kite, a
very advanced con-
cept car (see Fig. 4);

• Lancia: with Musa, the new style (SUV)
of the previous Ypsilon (see Fig. 5) and new
concept with glass as a roof and as a struc-
turally framed backlite (Fig. 6);

• Bertone: Jet 2 concept car (Fig. 7), a challenge
for glassmakers;

• Pininfarina: Ferrari 612 Scaglietti (Fig. 8);
• Pagani: Zonda (Fig. 9).

Fiat Trepiùno
The prototype points out a glass sunroof, a

roundish shape and resembles the mythical
Fiat 500, but with a wider passenger area (see
Fig. 1) and a dashboard similar to that of the com-
petitive BMW Mini.

The old 500 roof opening made of cloth,
which offered little protection during strong rain-
falls, is now made of panoramic modern gla-
zing (Fig. 1), even if no longer moved manu-
ally. Unfortunately, its production is predict-
ed only for 2008.

Fiat SUV Panda
It seems part of Fiat’s new decision to 

enter the SUV sport gamma, as well as return-
ing to niche productions.

A real good result was seen by the all-round
visibility of the mythical Panda, due to a
renewed transparent area, with wider and more
complex shapes, a great improvement com-
pared to the old rectangular shape, especially for
the windscreen and sides.

Giugiaro - Alfa Romeo Visconti
Giugiaro created for Alfa the Visconti con-

cept car (see Fig. 3) and the Alessandro Volta
hybrid system coupé, which was one of the
more advanced cars present, with a transparent
roof and wider windscreen flashing the roof.

Seat - De Silva Seat Altea
De Silva was head of the Alfa Romeo design

department for more than 10 years, and his pres-
ent position for Seat is that of Brand Design
Manager. In less than five years, he has
made positive changes to Seat and Audi’s
ranges of cars.

One of the recent results, is the latest
prototype Seat Altea, a very competi-

FIG. 1A

FIG. 1B

FIG. 1C

FIG. 1D

FIGS. 1A, 1B,
1C and 1D -
The Fiat
Trepiùno as
a revival of
the 500

FIG. 2 
Fiat new SUV Panda
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tive model for its low aerodynamic penetration
coefficient, “feline” style headlights, body
shape, and powerful arched back, resulting 
in an unconventional car design with a 
fascinating dashboard and quite innovative all
around visibility.

Maserati MC-12
The MC-12 is perfectly in line with Fer-

rari’s traditional outstanding experience, which
now points out the intentions of the Fiat Group,
to re-approach luxurious sectors with new fan-
tastic designs and atmosphere (only 25 production
car for the market).

Not very technically advanced, but a design
willing to recover the past wasted time.

Fioravanti Kite
Kite is a coupé with an innovative roof lay-

out, both structural and geometrical, combin-
ing glass and steel (becoming semi transparent
by means of perforated holes) allowing better
visibility to rear passengers.

The internal compartment is extraordinari-
ly wide and forms a three-dimensional space.

The LED in the
perforated holes of the steel

plate part of the roof have optimized
the fender framework. The latter can now serve
as a container of lighting components which, for
the first time, are accommodated in the same
framework of the rear supports. 

FIGS. 3A and 3B - Visconti Alfa, which can be considered 
a system of the Giuguiaro new deal for increasing
transparent area

FIG. 3A

FIG. 3B

FIGS.
4A, 4B,
4C and 4D

Fioravanti
Kite, one of
the more
advanced
designed
concept carFIG. 4A

FIG. 4B

FIG. 4C

FIG. 4D
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128 The author’s opinion is that
this concept car was one the main
innovative and challenging cars of
the Geneva Motor Show.

Lancia Musa and Lancia concept
The Musa is also in line with the revival evo-

lution of the Fiat Group (Fig. 5). In fact, Lan-
cia Musa is the new compact MPV, a vehicle
type hitherto un-attempted by the brand. Based
on the same floor plan as the Fiat idea, the Musa
is, nevertheless, self-evidently a Lancia car with
its Ypsilon-style front and the use of sophis-

ticated trim and materials for the interior. 
The new Lancia concept, with its transpa-

rent roof and innovative well structurally framed
backlite (almost like that of Opel Tigra), increas-
es the rigidity of the vehicle (Figs. 6).

Bertone Jet 2
The Bertone Jet 2 is a concept car (Figs. 7)

which can be defined a custom-built vehicle 
in a made-to-measure suit by a great tailor,
based on a production vehicle of great prestige.

FIG. 5

FIG. 6A

FIG. 5 -
Lancia Musa   

FIGS. 6A

and 6B

The new
Lancia

concept
FIG. 6B

FIG. 7A

FIG. 7B

FIG. 7C
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FIGS. 7A, 7B, 7C and 7D - Bertone Jet 2

FIG. 7D
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As a consequence, Jet 2 is characterized by a new
body, with a large and complex shaped flashing
transparent roof, which matches the sinuous
lines and light “geometrical” features. A real glaz-

ing challenge for
glass processors
operating in the
Bertone Group.

P i n i n f a r i n a
Ferrari 612
Scaglietti 

Among the
most recent
innovative cars
there is the
Ferrari 612
Scaglietti (Fig.
8), a classical
“granturismo”

made in aluminium (including body sheets),
which combines functionality, aerodynamics,
and internal comfort.

Pagani Zonda S 7.3 
The Pagani Zonda S 7.3 is a challenge for glass

processors for its complex shape and roof.

ADVANCED
DESIGNS

WITH SPECIAL
TRANSPARENT

AREAS
In addition to the

innovations of Italian
designers, this report points

out further advanced designs
regarding transparent areas.

FIG. 9A

FIG. 8 - The Pininfarina
Ferrari 612 Scaglietti
innovative model

FIGS. 9A

and 9B

Pagani
Zonda S 7.3

FIG. 9B
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Toyota Fine-N
The Toyota Fine-N is an innovative, next

generation, fuel cell vehicle, which, in addi-
tion to the new fuel concept, combines a new
design for more space with Toyota’s hybrid
technology of combustible batteries and the
electrical motor.

The transparent area, which is necessary to

obtain good visi-
bility, and the dash-
board with new
instruments, orig-
inate the need to

have an original windscreen, reaching down to
the engine compartment, and the backlite com-
patible with a functionally designed transparent

area. The side windows
also contribute to the very

comfortable passen-
ger compartment.

Nissan
Qashqai
The first project

from the newly-estab-
lished Nissan design

in Europe - a
crossover concept
for a city car with a
dual life - Qashqai. 

The partially
transparent roof concept, named “arch graph-
ic twin-glazed” can be found in many Nissan cars,
including Primera, Micra and 350-2.

Apart from the transparent roof, the unique
rear hinged back doors can open 90°, which facili-
tates access to the passenger compartment. The
split tailgate features a glazed upper “bubble”
and lower metal panel, easy to load, since 

FIGS. 10A, 10B

and 10C -
Toyota Fine-N,
fuel cell
emotion - next
generation

FIG. 10A

FIG. 10B FIG. 10C

FIG. 11A

FIG. 11D FIG. 11E FIG. 11F

FIG. 11B

FIG. 11C

FIGS. 11A-F - Nissan
Qashqai
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the glass panel can be opened independently for
luggage slotting into the boot.

Citroën C-Airlounge 
The  art of synthesis, aerodynamic volume and

comfort control, in addition to acoustic and
solar control (even if the transparent area is quite
large) with, of course, all around visibility, is the
maximum in this car.

A real challenge for glassmakers, due to the
large complex shape of the windows and roof.

Mazel prototype 
The Mazel prototype (Figs. 13) has one of the

largest transparent all around visibility areas, with
its specialized glass roof.

NEW LIGHTING
One of the most continuously evolving

devices for cars is (at present) always represented
by new lighting systems, such as LED, OLED
and others. This report looks at two of these: LED

back lighting and lighting plates, from Volk-
swagen and Citroën.

The Volkswagen Phaeton white plate, with uni-
form lighting by LEDs, well distributed over its

rear surface. The new VW
lighting plate is, at

present, only for
after market. 

I n t e r n a l
self lighting

panels
The Citroën C3

XTR concept car
with its new intrinsic

lighting plate (see Fig.
15), with OLED varnish.  ■

FIGS. 12 - The backlights
of Citroën C-Airlounge

FIGS. 14A and 14B - Volkswagen Phaeton white plate,
uniformly lit by well distributed LEDs on its rear surface.
The new VW lighting plate is, at present, only for after
market

FIG. 15 -
the figures of a Citroën

concept car, intrinsically
illuminated at electrical

command, with a not
well defined OLED

(varnish) technology

FIG. 16 - the Citroën
concept (the same as

FIG. 15) has shown
several internal 

parts of the 
panels with OLED

technology
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FIGS. 13A and 13B - The Mazel
prototype

FIG. 13A

FIG. 14A

FIG. 15

FIG. 12

FIG. 16

FIG. 14B

FIG. 13B
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